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Abstract: Cholesterol is an essential component of eukaryotic cellular membranes. It is also an
important precursor for making other molecules needed by the body. Cholesterol homeostasis plays
an essential role in human health. Having high cholesterol can increase the chances of getting heart
disease. As a result of the risks associated with high cholesterol, it is imperative that studies are
conducted to determine the best course of action to reduce whole body cholesterol levels. Mathemat-
ical models can provide direction on this. By examining existing models, the suitable reactions or
processes for drug targeting to lower whole-body cholesterol can be determined. This paper examines
existing models in the literature that, in total, cover most of the processes involving cholesterol
metabolism and transport, including: the absorption of cholesterol in the intestine; the cholesterol
biosynthesis in the liver; the storage and transport of cholesterol between the intestine, the liver, blood
vessels, and peripheral cells. The findings presented in these models will be discussed for potential
combination to form a comprehensive model of cholesterol within the entire body, which is then
taken as an in-silico patient for identifying drug targets, screening drugs, and designing intervention
strategies to regulate cholesterol levels in the human body.
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1. Introduction

Cholesterol is an important precursor for the production of some molecules needed
by the body, such as hormones, and vitamin D [1]. Besides, cholesterol is one of the
main components in eukaryotic cellular membranes, which can maintain the fluidity of
the membrane [2,3]. An approximate amount of 900 mg of cholesterol must be attained
daily for those functions. However, a large accumulation of cholesterol may cause health
problems [4]. The chances of having a heart attack can double for someone who has high
cholesterol [5]. Cholesterol can either be produced by the body’s cells or can be absorbed
through food [1,6]. If there is too much cholesterol accumulated in a cell, it will be excreted
and enter the bloodstream [7]. The cholesterol in the bloodstream begins to accumulate and
form arterial plaque on blood vessel walls. This increases the incidence rate of heart attacks
and strokes [8]. This may result in hypercholesterolemia which accounted for the deaths
of 4.3 million in 2017 worldwide [9]. According to the data posted by the CDC, there are
93 million US adults age 20 or more who have high cholesterol levels [10]. Additionally,
cholesterol regulates the secretion and clearance of β-amyloid protein in the brain. Thus,
the cholesterol homeostasis is very important to keep people from developing Alzheimer’s
disease [11]. Cholesterol also plays an important role in the cancer metabolism, which
makes cholesterol homeostasis a potential therapeutic target [12].

Mathematical models are of value on quantifying how cholesterol is metabolized
and transferred throughout the body [13,14]. In particular, models that have been vali-
dated by experimental data are helpful in designing therapeutic approaches for regulating
the cholesterol levels and compositions in human body. Mathematical models have the
following essential elements: inputs, outputs, parameters, and equations (typically ordi-
nary differential equations-ODE) that describe the biochemical processes for cholesterol
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metabolism and transport. The accuracy and value of models generally depend on the
assumptions that are made and quantitative equations used to describe both specific and
general processes [15]. Good mathematical models typically can be altered or updated
if new information on a process is discovered [16–19]. In addition, reliable models are
essential for discovering important drugs that target cholesterol-related diseases. The
following two drugs have been found to regulate cholesterol biosynthesis: statins (also
known as HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor) and squalene synthase inhibitors [20]. Statins
can drastically reduce the rate of cholesterol production which further upregulates LDL
receptors, increasing cellular cholesterol uptake [21]. Squalene synthase inhibitors are far
less effective than statins but carry fewer side effects [22]. Therefore, good models for
cholesterol metabolism and transport are still in high demand, as it may assist to identify
more effective therapeutic approaches which might have fewer side effects. This is implied
in several existing review papers published in the past five years, which discussed the
cholesterol metabolism, regulation of metabolism, cholesterol transportation, and the effects
of cholesterol metabolism in brain disease and cancer [23–28]. However, few review of com-
putational models of cholesterol have been published in the past five years, as most of those
existing review papers were focused on the effect of cholesterol metabolism on diseases or
the relationship with aging [17,27,29–34]. This motivates us to conduct a comprehensive
review on previous mathematical models of cholesterol metabolism. Suggestions on using
the existing cholesterol models to treat cholesterol-related diseases are also discussed in
this work.

2. Overview of Cholesterol Metabolism and Transport

Cholesterol transport can be seen in detail in the lipoprotein metabolism and transport
models shown in Figure 1, in which previous published models are grouped in a diagram
of how cholesterol is transported through the different parts of the body [22,35–39]. The
names of models indexed in Figure 1, along with inputs, outputs, and known parameters
of those models, are briefly summarized in Table 1. Cholesterol is transported through
blood vessels and lymphatic vessels using lipoproteins [18,40,41]. There are five main
kinds of lipoproteins: very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL), low density lipoprotein (LDL),
intermediate density lipoproteins (IDL), high density lipoproteins (HDL), and chylomi-
crons [42,43]. Chylomicron transport cholesterol from the intestines to the liver [7,44]. The
intestine also releases free cholesterol to HDL in the bloodstream. Cholesterol in HDL can
be esterified and carried by cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) either back to the liver
or to other lipoproteins [45]. Cholesterol in the liver primarily leaves as VLDL. As it travels,
the VLDL absorbs cholesteryl ester from CETP and becomes IDL [46]. As IDL continues to
travel, lipoprotein lipases remove more triglycerides so that IDL is converted to LDL. LDL
can then bind to LDL receptors and then enter the cells (e.g., liver cells). Since LDL is small,
it can enter and supply tissues with cholesterol without the use of receptors [47]. Only nine
models are shown in Figure 1. The 10th model is still listed in Table 1, but since it is drug
delivery, it is not shown in the figure. The details of these models are given in the Section 3
(cholesterol synthesis and metabolisms in liver) and Section 4 (cholesterol transport and
metabolisms between compartments in human body). Potential combinations of these
models will be discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 1. Diagram of cholesterol pathways. Movement of cholesterol is indicated by solid arrows.
Dashed arrows indicate movement of other substances. Diagram is labeled to indicate where each
model applies. Models 1–9 are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The models of cholesterol synthesis and metabolisms in liver as well as their type of model
(Model numbers are the same as shown in Figure 1).

Model
Number Model Inputs Outputs Known Parameters

1 SREBP Regulation [35]
Concentration of
cholesterol, concentration
of SREBP

Concentration of HMG-CoA
reductase mRNA over time,
concentration of HMG-CoA
reductase over time,
concentration of cholesterol
over time, steady state
concentration of cholesterol

Binding rates, rates of
formation, rates of
degradation, required
molecules for successful
binding

2 Steady State Cholesterol
Biosynthesis [38]

Initial concentrations of
enzyme and substrate

Changes in substrate,
enzyme, complex, and
product over time,
normalized steady state
enzyme and substrate
concentration, control signal

In and out fluxes of
enzyme and substrate,
reaction and binding
rates, frequency

3 De Novo Cholesterol
Biosynthesis [22]

Initial intracellular
cholesterol and HMG-CoA
concentrations

Change in HMG-CoA
reductase and intracellular
cholesterol concentrations
over time, steady state
mRNA and HMG-CoA
reductase concentrations

Rates of transcription,
translation, conversion,
and degradation, other
constants

4

Cellular cholesterol
biosynthesis and
lipoprotein metabolism
[48]

Initial cholesterol level

VLDL, LDL levels, VLDL,
LDL that bound to receptors,
and transcription rate of
cholesterol receptors

Rates of transcription,
translation, binding
affinity, dissociation rate,
rate of internalization,
rate of cholesterol
conversion, rate of
receptor recycling
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Table 1. Cont.

Model
Number Model Inputs Outputs Known Parameters

5
Boolean Modeling of
Cholesterol Biosynthesis
Regulation [37]

Acetoacetyl-CoA,
acetyl-CoA, HMG-CoA
synthase, desmosterol,
7-dehydrocholesterol,
HMG-CoA reductase
mRNA

HMG-CoA, HMG-CoA
reductase, Cholesterol None

6 Bile Acid Biosynthesis
[22]

Initial C7H, intracellular
cholesterol, bile acid, and
returned bile acid
concentrations

Change in intracellular
cholesterol, C7H, and bile
acids over time, steady state
recycled bile acid and C7H
concentrations

Rates of transcription,
conversion, and
degradation, other
constants

7
Lipoprotein
transportation and
metabolism [22]

Inputs from lipoprotein
metabolism, De Novo
cholesterol biosynthesis,
and bile acid biosynthesis.
Initial lipoprotein
cholesterol concentrations,
amount of cholesterol
particles taken by LDL
receptors

Change in intracellular
cholesterol, bile acids, and
LDL receptors over time in
liver cells, change in
intracellular cholesterol and
LDL receptors over time in
peripheral cells.
Change in VLDL, IDL, LDL,
HDL, receptor, and
intracellular cholesterol
concentrations over time

Parameters from
lipoprotein metabolism,
De Novo cholesterol
biosynthesis, and bile
acid biosynthesis.
Rates of transport,
conversion, receptor
reuse and internalization,
attenuation coefficients,
cholesterol fractions

8 Blood Plasma Model [22]

Initial concentrations of
HDL, IDL, LDL, and VLDL
cholesterol, particles of
cholesterol taken by liver
and peripheral cell LDL
receptors

Change in VLDL, IDL, LDL,
and HDL cholesterol over
time

Rates of cholesterol
transfer, rates of
cholesterol
internalization,
attenuation coefficients

9
Two Pool Model of
Cholesterol Transport
[36,49]

Initial cholesterol
concentrations in each pool,
initial cholesterol amount
in each pool, volume of
blood in each pool

Change in cholesterol
amount in each pool, steady
state cholesterol amount in
each pool, steady state
cholesterol concentration in
each pool

Rates of cholesterol
transfer, rate of
cholesterol synthesis,
amounts of cholesterol in
each pool, volume of
blood in each pool,
amount of cholesterol
transferred from
intestines, to bile, and to
peripheral cells

10 Modeling Drug
Delivery [39]

Dimensions of drug carrier,
diffusion coefficients,
initial concentrations and
solubility, time

Drug release rates,
cumulative amount of drug
released, erosion coefficient

Equation coefficients and
rates

3. Mathematical Models of Cholesterol Synthesis and Metabolisms in Liver

The main location for cholesterol production and storage is the liver [50]. The liver has
a regulatory process for cholesterol biosynthesis, and it also manages many of the lipopro-
teins in which cholesterol is transferred [51]. Liver cells produce HMG-CoA reductase
which is an enzyme used in the first step of cholesterol biosynthesis [52]. Once cholesterol
is made inside the liver cells, the regulation of cholesterol level begins [53]. If there is a
high concentration of cholesterol in the cell, the cholesterol biosynthesis slows, while a
low concentration of cholesterol increases the rate of cholesterol biosynthesis [6]. This
process will be shown in greater detail in the Sterol Regulatory Element Binding Protein
(SREBP) regulation model (Model 1 in Table 1). Besides producing cholesterol, the liver
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can receive cholesterol [53]. Surface liver cells have low density lipoprotein (LDL) and
LDL-like receptors that are used to take in lipoproteins containing cholesterol [34,54]. The
LDL receptor can take in LDL from the bloodstream, while the LDL-like receptor takes
in the chylomicrons that are sent from the intestines. The LDL receptors on the liver are
expressed when the concentration of cholesterol inside the liver falls below a certain point.
The final way the liver can receive cholesterol is through reverse cholesterol transport [55].
This involves the cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP) taking cholesteryl ester from
HDL and bringing it back to the liver [45]. The liver then takes all the cholesterol it has
absorbed or produced and uses it to form bile salts or releases it into the bloodstream in
lipoproteins. The bile salts produced by the liver make their way to the intestines where
the cholesterol in them can either be reabsorbed or be excreted by the body [56]. Free
cholesterol can also leave the liver and combine with HDL as it does in the intestines [57].
If the free cholesterol that leaves the liver does not combine with HDL, it will undergo
catabolism. The final way cholesterol leaves the liver is by complexing with triglycerides
and apolipoprotein B100 to form very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) [58].

3.1. Cholesterol Metabolism with SREBP Negative Feedback

SREBP provides a negative feedback loop for cholesterol biosynthesis. Cholesterol
remains in the endoplasmic reticulum until the level of cholesterol in the cell drops [59].
Then, it is brought to the Golgi apparatus by the SREBP cleavage activating protein (SCAP)
and is cleaved by proteases [60]. This allows the SREBP to enter the nucleus, bind to
the sterol regulatory element (SRE) gene, and induce transcription. When there is a high
amount of cholesterol present in the cell, SCAP will lock SREBP into the endoplasmic retic-
ulum, thereby preventing the transcription of the HMG-CoA reductase gene [35]. SREBP
regulation model (Model 1 in Table 1) has been illustrated in Figure 2. When three SREBP
molecules bind to the sterol regulatory element on the HMG-CoA reductase, gene transcrip-
tion is induced. The mRNA then leaves the nuclear region, either degraded or translated
by ribosomes. HMG-CoA reductase is then either used for cholesterol biosynthesis or
degraded as well. Once cholesterol is formed, it can be degraded, moved outside the cell,
or engage in SREBP-SCAP binding [35].
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[38]. Since cholesterol metabolism occurs in an open system where things are exchanged 
with surrounding systems, simple Michaelis–Menten kinetics do not always apply. An 
open system is subject to different disturbances. It was determined that the ratios of the 
reaction rates remain relatively constant and do not have a large impact on the final con-
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tionship between the control signal of SREBP, u, and the error of the control signal, e. The 
control signal is the amount of active SREBP, while the error of the control signal is the 
difference between the total amount of cholesterol in the cell and the amount of cholesterol 

Figure 2. SREBP regulation model (Model 1 in Table 1) of cholesterol biosynthesis. (a) The promoting
factors effect on transcription and translation. (b) The binding of cholesterol to the SREBP-SCAP
complex. (c) SREBP regulation. As the concentration of cholesterol increases, SREBP is locked in the
ER. When cholesterol concentrations are lower, the SREBP transcription factor can enter the nucleus
and increase the transcription rate. G: HMG-CoA reductase gene; S: SREBP molecule; m: HMG-CoA
reductase mRNA; HMGR: HMG-CoA reductase; IC: intracellular cholesterol; x: amount of SREBP
required to bind to HMG-CoA reductase gene; y: amount of cholesterol required to bind to SREBP-
SCAP complex. Equations, along with parameters, for SREBP regulation model can be found in (A1)
to (A7) in Appendix A [35].

The SREBP regulation model demonstrates how the rate of cholesterol production can
be affected by the overall cholesterol concentration in a cell. This is important because it
shows a method of slowing down cholesterol production by rendering SREBP inactive by
locking it in the endoplasmic reticulum. However, only the production of cholesterol has
been included in the SREBP regulation model, it does not explain how the cholesterol in the
cell is used or where it is transported to once it leaves the cell. Additionally, this model does
not account for the possibility of cholesterol reentering the cell through reverse cholesterol
transport. Lastly, this model only applies to liver cells. Considering the significantly slower
rate of cholesterol production in other cells, the parameters in this model may not be used
to model the cholesterol production in other cells [35].

3.2. Steady State Cholesterol Biosynthesis

The steady state cholesterol biosynthesis model (Model 2 in Table 1) describes the
cholesterol biosynthesis process. As shown in Figure 3, the steady state cholesterol biosyn-
thesis model investigates how steady state cholesterol production can be altered by chang-
ing parameters (Figure 3a) as well as the SREBP regulation mechanism (Figure 3b) [38].
Since cholesterol metabolism occurs in an open system where things are exchanged with
surrounding systems, simple Michaelis–Menten kinetics do not always apply. An open
system is subject to different disturbances. It was determined that the ratios of the reaction
rates remain relatively constant and do not have a large impact on the final concentra-
tions [38]. Additionally, as shown in Figure 3b, Model 2 is used to show the relationship
between the control signal of SREBP, u, and the error of the control signal, e. The control
signal is the amount of active SREBP, while the error of the control signal is the difference
between the total amount of cholesterol in the cell and the amount of cholesterol predicted
by the product of the total amount of SREBP (i.e., Pa + Pi) and the ratio cholesterol/SREBP
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at equilibrium times (i.e., kr). Knowledge of the control signal gives us more information
on the control mechanism of cholesterol biosynthesis. A zero error indicates an effective
control strategy [38]. This model is valid for steady-state condition, and it depends on the
parameter kr, which may change for different persons.
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Figure 3. Model for steady state cholesterol biosynthesis (Model 2): (a) the substrate binds to
the enzyme to form a complex before the enzyme catalyzes the reaction of substrate to product;
(b) simplified diagram of SREBP regulation. A lack of cholesterol makes SREBP active, allowing it to
aid in transcription. The active SREBP influencing the transcription is the control signal, while the
cholesterol causing the SREBP to become inactive (i.e., Pi) is the control signal error. Equations of
Model 2, along with mentioned parameters, are shown (A8) through (A15) in Appendix A [38].

Model 2 shows how to obtain normalized concentrations at steady state for enzyme
and substrate at each step of the cholesterol biosynthesis process. This model differs from
other biosynthesis models because it analyzes the process as an open system. Additionally,
this model can be used to show how the control signal can be changed based on the
concentrations, reaction rates, and error of the control signal. However, the model does not
come with values for the reaction rates and fluxes for the different steps of the biosynthesis.
Those values must be experimentally determined before using this model. Since this model
only covers a single step of enzyme activity, it can be applied to each enzymatic step if
the values of the rates and fluxes are known. This model can also be used to analyze
different types of cells if the values of reaction rates and fluxes for each step are known
for that specific cell type. This model does not show any of the individual reactions
involving the enzymes of the process either. Lastly, this model can only be used to describe
liver cells since other cells do not engage in SREBP regulation. Model 2 only addresses
the biosynthesis portion of cholesterol metabolism and does not touch upon cholesterol
transport or usage [38].
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3.3. De Novo Cholesterol Biosynthesis

De Novo Cholesterol Biosynthesis model (Model 3) seeks to describe cholesterol
biosynthesis in cells. The process of this model is identical to the SREBP regulation model
(as shown in Figure 2). Cholesterol is produced with HMG-CoA reductase as the rate
limiting step. Since the HMG-CoA reductase step is relatively slow when compared with
all other biosynthesis steps, this model is focused on this step. Model 3 assumes that change
in intracellular cholesterol only applies to cholesterol made from biosynthesis, without
incorporating cholesterol internalized from lipoproteins. Additionally, it is assumed that
the concentration of HMG-CoA is high enough as the limiting component of the choles-
terol biosynthesis [22]. The equations of Model 3 are shown in (A16) through (A20) in
Appendix A. Model 3 explains well how the concentration of intracellular cholesterol
changes due to cholesterol synthesis. It properly addresses the regulation due to SREBP
while making basic assumptions on rate limiting steps and equilibriums. This model does
not include changes in intracellular cholesterol due to lipoprotein internalization. While
other changes to intracellular cholesterol are not included in this model, the equation can
easily be adapted to add the change in intracellular cholesterol from existing models on
lipoprotein metabolism [48]. This model also tends to focus more on the intracellular
cholesterol output, similar to Model 1 [22].

3.4. Hepatocyte Cellular Cholesterol Biosynthesis and Lipoprotein Metabolism

The cholesterol biosynthesis cascade within the liver cell will be initiated by the
reductase, 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl-coenzyme A reductase (HMGCR) [61–63]. The
cholesterol biosynthesis is then regulated by SREBP, as discussed in the section of Model
1 [6,48,64]. Besides that, the expression level of proteins involved in the cholesterol
metabolism, such as LDLR, SREBP-2 and HMGCR, will also affect the cholesterol level
within cells [48,65]. Hepatocyte cellular cholesterol biosynthesis and lipoprotein metabolism
model (Model 4 in Table 1) includes the cholesterol biosynthesis under the regulation of
HMGCR and LDLR, the VLDL and LDL breakdown, and the biosynthesis of cholesterol
receptors in the liver cell [48]. Model 4 shows that compared to the uptake of lipoproteins
from intestine, the hepatocyte biosynthesis of cholesterol has higher effect on cellular choles-
terol levels, which is consistent with previous study in biology [48,54]. Model 4 includes
the lipoprotein endocytosis, biosynthesis, genetic regulation processes. This model could
be useful in predicting good therapeutic candidates. For example, the delipidation from
VLDL to LDL process could be a therapies target, because the delipidation process had
most effects on extracellular LDL. The equations of Model 4 are shown in (A21) through
(A32) in Appendix A [48].

3.5. Boolean Modeling of Cholesterol Biosynthesis Regulation

Boolean mathematics is essential binary as variables are generally either active or
inactive, with the value of one and zero representing active and inactive, respectively [37].
The equations take the form of logic statements in which binary variables are connected
with logic operators AND, OR, or NOT [66]. Boolean modeling of cholesterol biosynthesis
regulation (i.e., Model 5) examines the inhibition and activation of cholesterol biosynthe-
sis [37]. Model 5 investigates the regulation of cholesterol biosynthesis by SREBP [67].
High level of cholesterol in the cell causes SREBP to remain trapped to slow cholesterol
biosynthesis, while low amounts of cholesterol allow SREBP to cleave and induce the
expression of HMG-CoA reductase [68,69]. This is one part of the rate limiting step of
cholesterol biosynthesis [69]. The rate limiting step of cholesterol biosynthesis produces
mevalonic acid, which then creates desmosterol and 7-dehydrocholesterol, both of which
are cholesterol precursors [70].

Model 5 is a synchronous model with a finite space. This means that when the
simulation has been run for enough time, it will return to a state it previously starts from.
To get a full simulation, the model would need to be observed for each possible state for
each substance. Since the amount of all possible combinations of variable values in this
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model is great, a random number generator is used to decide the state subsets and Markov
process is implemented to further model the synthesis. The results indicate that three steady
states exist, according to the involvement of Acetyl-CoA in the formation of HMG-CoA.
The first occurs when the SREBP-SCAP complex is activated, but there is no Acetyl-CoA
leading to a stop in cholesterol synthesis. The second is when there is Acetyl-CoA present,
but statins are being used to inhibit HMG-CoA reductase. The final steady state happens
when there are statins inhibiting HMG-CoA reductase as well as no Acetyl-CoA present.
If any of the steady states are not present, the system adopts the following cycle: low
cholesterol concentration causes SREBP to induce transcription, which in turn increases
cholesterol synthesis, binding the SREBP-SCAP complex and slowing cholesterol synthesis
and starting the cycle over again [37]. The equations of Model 5 are shown (A33) through
(A37) in Appendix A. Model 5 describes the synthesis of cholesterol changes depending
on manipulations of substances in the pathway. For example, certain intermediates can
compensate for a lack of others to keep cholesterol synthesis regulated.

3.6. Bile Acid Biosynthesis

Cholesterol in liver cells can be the substrate of bile acid synthesis, as shown in
Figure 4. The enzyme Cholesterol 7α Hydroxylase (C7H) converts cholesterol into the bile
acids [71]. Once the bile acids are produced, they leave the liver and proceed to the gut
and intestines [72]. Besides absorbing dietary lipids, the intestines can also reabsorb bile
acids and allow them to be reused. Bile that is not reabsorbed binds to fecal matter and is
excreted [73]. The bile acids that are recycled reenter liver cells and join the rest of the bile
acid being produced. Recycled bile acids also regulate the production of further bile acids.
The more bile acids that are being recycled, the slower the rate of bile acid biosynthesis [22].
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Figure 4. Bile acid synthesis model (Model 6). The rate limiting enzyme for the conversion of
cholesterol to bile acids is C7H. The production of C7H is regulated by recycled bile acids. Bile acids
can either be recycled (~95%) or expelled from the body (~5%). Equations of Model 6 are shown in
(A38) through (A44) in Appendix A [22,26].

Bile acid biosynthesis model (Model 6 in Table 1) quantifies the change in intracellular
cholesterol, bile acids, C7H, recycled bile acids over time. The change in intracellular
cholesterol over time follows basic Michaelis–Menten kinetics. The change in bile acids
over time must account for both the bile acid synthesized from intracellular cholesterol
as well as the bile acids that are recycled by the intestines. The return of bile acids to the
liver has been greatly simplified since it is still unknown how bile acids are returned to
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the liver. Since C7H is involved in the rate limiting step of bile acid synthesis, this model
assumes that the C7H step is the only step in bile acid synthesis. It is also assumed that
the concentration of C7H reaches equilibrium rapidly. Equations of Model 6 are shown in
(A38) through (A44) in Appendix A.

Model 6 demonstrates one of the many uses of cholesterol and shows the pathways
that bile acids can take. This is important because it gives insight into another piece that
can be added to an intracellular cholesterol model. However, it assumes that cholesterol
only degrades into bile acid. On the other hand, the intracellular cholesterol is not only
converted into bile acid but also esterified to cholesteryl ester, or excreted to extracellular
region [22,74]. The assumption made in Model 6 is a simplification of the system. Although
this could compartmentalize the bile acid synthesis from the whole metabolism system, the
bile acid synthesis predicted by the model might be higher than the real condition, since
the esterification of cholesterol has been taken into consideration for it.

4. Mathematical Models of Cholesterol Transport and Metabolisms between
Compartments in Human Body

While Section 3 deals with the cholesterol synthesis processes in individual cells,
this section focuses on compartment-level of the transport and metabolism of cholesterol,
especially between intestine, liver, blood stream, and other compartments. The dietary
cholesterol enters gastrointestinal tract after consumption [75]. Cholesterol from food is
taken along with other steroid alcohols into the intestines. Un-esterified cholesterol as well
as plant sterols and stanols can be expelled from the intestines back into the lumen of the
gut [76,77]. Free cholesterol can leave the intestines through an ATP binding cassette and
combine with free high density lipoproteins (HDL) for transport [78,79]. Besides food, the
intestines can also absorb cholesterol from bile [80]. The cholesterol that the intestine fails
to absorb from bile gets excreted along with fecal matter (as described in the bile acid model
above) [56]. The free cholesterol is distributed in intestine, liver, and the blood stream.

4.1. Lipoprotein Transport and Metabolism

Lipoprotein transportation model (Model 7 in Table 1), as shown in Figure 5, demon-
strates how cholesterol is transported between lipoproteins as well as how it can be reversely
transported. In a normal transport, cholesterol leaves the liver in the form of VLDL [45].
As VLDL travels, it loses triglycerides and turns into IDL [27,78]. The IDL further loses
triglycerides on its path to becoming LDL [41,78]. Both IDL and LDL can then bind to LDL
receptors on cell surfaces and be brought into cells [27]. As VLDL, IDL, and LDL move
through the bloodstream, they can all receive cholesterol from HDL or lose cholesterol to
HDL [44,78]. This is accomplished using CETP and occurs with a similar rate both forwards
and backwards for each lipoprotein [40,78]. HDL can also engage in reverse cholesterol
transport and reenter the liver [22]. Additionally, Model 7 describes how lipoproteins bind
to LDL receptors and are then internalized. While lipoproteins are only internalized by
receptors that have coated pits allowing them to make vesicles inside the cell, this detail
(i.e., coated pits and vesicles) is not included in this simplified model. Since this model
focuses on how much cholesterol is brought into the cell, it is measured in the form of
cholesterol particles, instead of the concentration of cholesterol in the lipoproteins that
are binding to the receptors. The production of the receptors themselves are regulated by
SREBP. The lower the concentration of internal cholesterol within the cell, the more the
receptors move towards the surface of the cell to receive lipoproteins [22].
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Figure 5. Lipoprotein transportation model (Model 7). Regular movement of cholesterol is denoted
by a solid line while reverse cholesterol transport is shown as a dashed line. In regular transport,
VLDL leaves the liver and becomes IDL which then becomes LDL. IDL and LDL can enter cells. HDL
can collect and distribute cholesterol among the lipoproteins, cells, and the liver. Reverse transport of
IDL or LDL back to the liver is not shown in this figure. Equations of Model 7 are shown in (A45)
through (A50) in Appendix A [22].

Model 7 is of value to understand how cholesterol exists within and is transferred
among the different lipoprotein types as well as peripheral blood cells. The model addresses
the rates at which cholesterol concentrations change within lipoproteins and how cells bind
to and internalize lipoproteins and cholesterol. While the equations of this model cover
an extensive amount of lipoprotein metabolism, they also exclude important factors and
make assumptions to simplify the model. For example, it is assumed that VLDL is released
from the liver at a constant rate while in reality this is not the case. The secretion rate
would be increased if the lipid content is high in the liver [81]. It is also assumed that all
the intracellular cholesterol comes from internalizing lipoproteins. This is inaccurate since
both liver and peripheral cells manufacture their own cholesterol as well. The last thing
neglected in this model is the transfer of cholesterol to HDL from the intestinal system.
While it may not be a significant amount of cholesterol, it should still be included. This
model also only applies to peripheral cells due to the parameter setting [22].

4.2. Blood Plasma Model

Blood plasma model (Model 8 in Table 1) examines the transport of cholesterol through
the blood plasma in greater detail than the lipoprotein metabolism model (i.e., Model 7).
The overall transport chain is shown in Figure 6 [22].

Model 8 accounts for all cholesterol exchange between lipoproteins, liver cells, and
peripheral cells. The only main transfer not acknowledged in this model is the transfer of
cholesterol to HDL from the intestines. While the amount of cholesterol transferred in this
way is small, it may or may not be negligible. This model also makes certain assumptions
that are not accurate. It is assumed that the rate in which VLDL leaves the liver is controlled
only by the amount of intracellular cholesterol, which is not accurate. The release of VLDL
is much more complex and is influenced by other things such as the regulation of the
nervous system [82,83]. It is also assumed that all transfer using CETP occurs at the same
rate which may or may not be true.
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Figure 6. Cholesterol blood plasma model (Model 8). VLDL leaves the liver and is converted to LDL
and then IDL. LDL and IDL enter both liver and peripheral cells as well as exchange cholesterol with
HDL using CETP. HDL takes cholesterol from peripheral cells and transfers cholesterol to liver cells.
The equations of Model 8 are shown in (A51) through (A53) in Appendix A [22].

4.3. Two-Pool Model of Cholesterol Transport

The movement of cholesterol is often analyzed in a two-pool model (Model 9 in Table 1).
This model separates cholesterol interactions in the liver and cholesterol interactions in the
bloodstream into two different “pools” [49]. As seen in Figure 7, cholesterol is transferred
to the liver from intestine and from the bloodstream. Besides this, the liver also synthesizes
its own cholesterol and expels cholesterol in the form of bile acids. The bloodstream collects
cholesterol from the liver, and in some cases, from dietary substances. The bloodstream
also loses cholesterol to peripheral cells. This model comes with assumed values for initial
volumes of blood and initial concentrations/amounts of cholesterol in each pool. These
inputs can be changed. This also applies to the amount of cholesterol received from intestine
and diet as well as the amount of cholesterol lost to peripheral cells and bile acids [36,49].

Model 9 is of value to show the basics of cholesterol exchange involving the two main
pools where cholesterol metabolism occurs. This model is also useful for investigating
cholesterol transport. If the steady state concentration of cholesterol in the liver is higher
than the bloodstream, there is a need transporting cholesterol from the liver to the blood-
stream, and vice versa. While this model can be useful, it also has some drawbacks. The
parameters for this model assume certain volumes of blood for each pool and assume
maximum cholesterol concentrations. This means some of the parameters may need to
be adjusted for analysis. This model is also a very simplified view of what occurs in
cholesterol transfer between these two pools. There are no detailed equations to describe
how the cholesterol is transferred between the pools and their surroundings. Instead, many
pathways are bundled together to make single rate constants. Having a single rate constant
to describe multiple processes can lead to inaccuracies [49].
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Figure 7. Two-pool model of cholesterol transport (Model 9). Cholesterol can be sent to the liver
from intestine. The liver also produces its own cholesterol and sends cholesterol out in bile. The
bloodstream can take dietary cholesterol and expel cholesterol to peripheral cells. The liver and
bloodstream can exchange cholesterol between each other. The equations of Model 9 are shown in
(A54) through (A59) in Appendix A [49].

4.4. Drug Delivery Model

Modeling drug delivery is key to decide how and where to target for cholesterol
therapeutic drugs. There are several kinds of ways drugs can engage in controlled release,
such as diffusion, chemical release, osmosis, and degradation-controlled release [84]. The
parameters of each of these mechanisms can change based on the material of the carrier or
the location being targeted. Before looking at the specific control systems, it is important to
understand the basics of drug diffusion. The drug diffuses through the polymer wall of the
carrier into the surrounding water. Fick’s law of diffusion is used to accurately describe
this process [85]. The flux is dependent on the diffusion coefficient of the drug compound
as well as the concentration gradient [86]. The diffusion coefficient can either be found in
literature if it is already known or can be estimated using correlations [39].

Erodible systems release the drug through degrading the polymer shell [87]. Erosion
systems can still be classified as diffusion controlled instead of chemically controlled if the
kinetics are determined by the diffusion of the drug and not the erosion of the polymer [39].
Erosion can further be divided into two types, surface and bulk [88]. In bulk erosion, the
entire polymer erodes together at the same rate while in surface erosion, only the surface of
the polymer erodes. Besides erosion, there is another kind of chemical-controlled release
called pendant chain release. In this type of system, the bond between the drug compound
and the carrier is degraded so the drug can diffuse through the carrier [89]. If the drug
exists in a uniform concentration and it is soluble, the system can be osmotically controlled.
The conditions present in this system lead to pressures that cause the carrier to burst and
release the drug. Thermodynamics is used to model this type of drug release. Because of
the way in which the drug is released, most releases are in a single burst and result in a
zero-order model [90].

The final type of control mechanism, swelling, occurs when a water-soluble drug is
contained in a carrier that swells when placed in water. The swelling of the carrier results
in a relaxation of the polymer that makes it up. This allows for an easier diffusion of the
drug through the carrier [91]. The swelling of the carrier can also be influenced by pH,
temperature, and the strength of the ionic bonds [92]. The dimensionless Deborah number
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is used to describe this kind of drug release [93]. If the Deborah number is much less than
one, the system is relaxation controlled. On the other hand, if it is much greater than one, it
is diffusion controlled [94,95]. In addition to this, the carrier will also dissolve if it swells to
the point where its polymers are no longer cross-linked [96]. The equations of Model 10 are
shown in (A60) through (A68) in Appendix A.

5. Discussion

Models 1–9 illustrate how cholesterol is created, metabolized, and transported across
the body. Model 10 illustrate the drug delivery process involved in the high cholesterol
therapies. While some examine different processes than others and some may be simplified,
they together offer a big picture to understand the basic processes of cholesterol synthesis,
metabolism, and transport. However, there are remaining gaps for those models to be
further improved. For example, for the bile acid synthesis model, if further models could
include both the conversion of cholesterol into bile acid and the esterification of cholesterol,
it would be more precise to model the system. This is much closer to what we have
known from the recent studies of the system, instead of over simplification [74,81]. Since
most of the models described in this work were built upon certain assumptions, they
may have specific parameters that may apply in some specific scenarios. In other words,
these models are not universally valid. Parameters of these models may need to be re-
estimated with experimental data. Since it may be expensive or time-consuming to obtain
enough experimental data, it is necessary to use techniques like sensitivity analysis to
select the parameters with the most influential impact on the cholesterol metabolism and
transport for re-estimation [97,98]. In addition to parameter re-estimation, the models can
be improved by adding more reactions/equations to eliminate assumptions made in the
models. The more we learn about the specifics of processes involving cholesterol, the more
these equations can be altered to become more accurate. With the more detailed study
that will be continually conducted in cholesterol metabolism, these existing models can be
updated by adding the most recent found new pathways in the cholesterol metabolism.

Models 1–6 mainly focus on the intracellular cholesterol synthesis and metabolism,
while Model 7–10 describe the transport processes of cholesterol between different types of
cells. As shown by the hepatic and peripheral cell models combining multiple processes
that occurred within each cell, models can be combined to achieve a full and multiple scale
body model. They can also describe the way cholesterol is processed as a whole, both
within and between cells/compartments, as shown in Figure 8. This would involve taking
the general ideas from two or three compartment models and adding the specifics of things
such as cholesterol biosynthesis, bile acid synthesis, transport, receptor mechanics, and
other processes. In addition, the transport of cholesterol between different compartments
should be added into the model. A cumulative model of cholesterol metabolism and
transport would require the models presented in this paper along with more information
on the intestines. There still lacks a lot of mathematical information about cholesterol
processes involving the intestines. If this information was included, there could be a
complete picture of cholesterol within the entire body. With a model that unifies the
terms/equations/variables from the presented models to cover many specific processes,
it can be better understood which processes can be targeted for a maximum effect on
manipulating the cholesterol levels throughout the entire body.
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Figure 8. Cumulative figure of all important processes with parameters. In hepatic cell, intracel-
lular cholesterol can be synthesized or taken from chylomicrons, HDL, IDL, or LDL. Intracellular
cholesterol can leave in bile acids or VLDL or can be given to HDL. In peripheral cell, intracellular
cholesterol can be synthesized or taken from LDL or IDL. Intracellular cholesterol in peripheral
cells can also be lost to HDL. The blood stream system is involved in the cholesterol transportation.
Intestine has important role in both cholesterol uptake and bile salt excretion.

Good mathematical models can be used in drug discovery and development, as
they can be used to predict which proteins or signals within the cholesterol biosynthesis
pathway are best to be altered to produce lower amounts of LDL cholesterol. Lowering
LDL cholesterol will lower the risk of heart disease and other health problems, which
enable the development of novel way to reduce the risk of those health problems. While
this section discusses two important drugs (i.e., bile sequestering agents and ezetimibe)
with the bile acid synthesis model (Model 6), more drugs may be discovered using the
combined model as shown in Figure 8 in the future. Bile sequestering agents bind to the
bile containing bile acids that are sent to the intestines from the liver. When the bile is
bound, the intestines are unable to reabsorb cholesterol from them, meaning there is no
recycling of bile acids. The downside to this drug is that it cannot be combined with other
cholesterol lowering drugs. The other important drug that focuses on bile acids is ezetimibe.
Ezetimibe also block re-absorption of cholesterol in bile acids, but do so by directly blocking
the pathway in which the cholesterol is absorbed by the intestines. Unlike bile sequestering
agents, ezetimibe can be combined with other drugs. The current most effective method
of high cholesterol treatment is a combination of statins and ezetimibe. Once more drugs
are discovered from the model-predicted targets, information on drug delivery methods
can help when designing drugs for specific locations of the body. For example, one type of
drug delivery system could be more effective for the intestines than the liver and should
therefore be used for ezetimibe. Combining the knowledge of drug delivery and biological
processes can yield more efficient options to treat high cholesterol diseases. However, there
is no such mathematical model that combine the drug delivery together with cholesterol
metabolism. If there existed a model that could enable the modeling of how an administered
drug can affect the cholesterol metabolism and how the optimized dose of the drug could
be predicted from the combined model, this would represent significant progress for the
development of novel cholesterol therapeutics.
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editing, Z.H. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Appendix A

Model 1. SREBP Regulation [35].

d[m]

dt
=

k1

1 + (
Km(1+( [

IC]
Kc )

y
)

S0
)

x − w1[m] (A1)

d[HMGR]
dt

= µh[m]− d1[HMGR] (A2)

dC
dt

= k2[HMGR]− dIC[IC] (A3)

α =
w1d1dIC

k2
(A4)

β = αKx
m (A5)

γ = Ky
c (A6)

β

γx cyx+1
ss +

xβ

γ(x−1)
cy(x−1)+1

ss +
xβ

γ
cy+1

ss + (α + β)css − k1 = 0 (A7)

d[m]/dt = change in mRNA concentration over time
k1 = rate of HMG-CoA reductase gene transcription
Km = equilibrium rate of SREBP-gene binding
[IC] = concentration of intracellular cholesterol
KC = equilibrium rate of SREBP-cholesterol binding
S0 = initial concentration of SREBP
y = required molecules of cholesterol to bind to SREBP
x = required molecules of SREBP to bind to gene
w1 = degradation rate of HMG-CoA reductase mRNA
[m] = concentration of HMG-CoA reductase mRNA
d[HMGR]/dt = change in HMG-CoA reductase concentration over time
µh = rate of HMG-CoA reductase mRNA translation
d1 = degradation rate of HMG-CoA reductase
[HMGR] = concentration of HMG-CoA reductase
d[IC]/dt = change in intracellular cholesterol concentration over time
k2 = rate of HMG-CoA reductase converting to intracellular cholesterol
dIC = degradation rate of intracellular cholesterol
css = concentration of intracellular cholesterol at steady state

Model 2. Steady State Cholesterol Biosynthesis [38].

d[S]
dt

= ΦI −ΦOA − kC[E][S] + kCR[C] (A8)

d[E]
dt

= ΦEI + kP[C] + kCR[C]− kC[E][S]− kPR[E][P]−ΦEO (A9)

d[IC]
dt

= kC[E][S] + kPR[E][P]− kP[C]− kCR[C] (A10)

d[P]
dt

= kP[C]−ΦO − kPR[E][P] (A11)
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r =
kPRN
kCN

=
kCRN
kPN

(A12)

E∗N =
(1− f ∗)·

(
1− r2)

(1− f )·
(
S∗N − r2P∗N

) (A13)

S∗N = r2P∗N +
(1− f ∗)·

(
1− r2)

(1− f )·E∗N
(A14)

u(s) =
kact·(s + keG)

s2 + s·(keG + keP) +
(

keP·keG − k f kex

) ·e(s) (A15)

d[S]/dt = change in substrate concentration over time
ΦI = influx of substrate
ΦOA = outflux of substrate
kC = forward binding rate of substrate to enzyme
[E] = concentration of enzyme
[S] = concentration of substrate
kCR = reverse binding rate of substrate to enzyme
[C] = concentration of substrate-enzyme complex
dE/dt = change in enzyme concentration over time
ΦEI = influx of enzyme
kP = forward reaction and release rate of substrate to product
kPR = reverse release rate of product and enzyme
[P] = concentration of product
ΦEO = outflux of enzyme
d[IC]/dt = change in intracellular cholesterol concentration over time
d[P]/dt = change in product concentration over time
ΦO = outflux of product
r = ratio of reaction rates
EN

* = new normalized steady state concentration of enzyme
f* = ΦOAss

*/ΦIss
*

f = ΦOAss/ΦIss

SN
* = new normalized steady state concentration of substrate

PN
* = new normalized steady state concentration of product

u(s) = control signal as a function of signal frequency
kact = rate SREBP becomes active
s = frequency
keG = elimination rate of SREBP mRNA
keP = elimination rate of SREBP
kf = rate of SREBP formation from gene expression
kex = rate of SREBP gene expression

Model 3. De Novo Cholesterol Biosynthesis [22].

d[HMGR]
dt

=
k1

b1 + [IC]
− d1[HMGR] (A16)

d[IC]
dt

=
k2[HMGR][HMG− CoA]

km1 + [HMG− CoA]
− dIC[IC] (A17)

[m]∗ =
g1gn

m
w1
(

gn
m + [IC]n

) (A18)

[HMGR]∗ =
k1

d1(b1 + [IC])
(A19)
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d[IC]
dt

=
k1

d1(b1 + [IC])
k2[HMG− CoA]

km1 + [HMG− CoA]
− dic[IC] (A20)

d[HMGR]/dt = change in HMG-CoA reductase over time
k1 = rate of HMG-CoA reductase gene transcription
b1 = attenuation coefficient for cholesterol control of HMG-CoA reductase
[IC] = concentration intracellular cholesterol
d1 = rate of HMG-CoA reductase degradation
[HMGR] = concentration of HMG-CoA reductase
d[IC]/dt = change in intracellular cholesterol over time
k2 = rate of HMG-CoA conversion by HMG-CoA reductase
[HMG-CoA] = concentration of HMG-CoA
km1 = Michaelis–Menten constant
dIC = rate of cholesterol use and degradation
[m]* = steady state concentration of mRNA
g1 = rate of transcription
gm = rate of DNA degradation
w1 = rate of mRNA degradation
n = Hill cooperativity
[HMGR]* = steady state concentration of HMG-CoA reductase

Model 4. Cellular cholesterol biosynthesis and lipoprotein metabolism [48].

J
dmh
dt

=
µmh

1 + (κmh

(
1 +

(
c
κc

)
xc

)
)

xh
− δmhmh (A21)

J
dmr

dt
=

µmr

1 + (κmr

(
1 +

(
c
κc

)
xc

)
)

xr − δmrmr (A22)

dh
dt

= µhmh − δhh (A23)

W
dlE
dt

= −αLr f lE + α−LlRB + WχvρvυE (A24)

dlRB
dt

= αLr f lE − α−LlRB − βLlRB (A25)

dlI
dt

= βLlRB − lIγL (A26)

W
dvE
dt

= −αvr f vE + α−vvRB −WχvυE + Wω (A27)

dvRB
dt

= αvr f vE − α−vvRB − βvvRB (A28)

dr f
dt = γrrI +

ml
ϑl

(
−βL

r f lRB
1−r f
− αLr f lE + α−LlRB

)
− β0rP

f

+mv
ϑv

(
−βv

r f vRB
1−r f

− αvr f vE + α−vvRB

) (A29)

drI
dt

= −γrrI + f β0rP
f + f

ml
ϑl

(
1 +

r f

1− r f

)
βLlRB + f

mv

ϑv

(
1 +

r f

1− r f

)
βvvRB + µrmr (A30)

dvI
dt

= βvvRB − vIγv (A31)

dc
dt

= Rchol
L σlγLlI + Rchol

v σvγvvI + µch− δcc (A32)

J = scaling parameter
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µmh = transcription rate of HMGCR
κmh = transcription rate of HMGCR by SREBP-2
c = intracellular cholesterol
xc = binding sites number for cholesterol to bind to SREBP-2
xh = the number of SREBP binding sites on the HMGCR gene
xr = number of binding sites on the LDLR gene SREBP-2 binds to
δmh = HMGCR mRNA degradation rate
mh = concentration of HMGCR mRNA
mr = concentration of LDLR mRNA
µmr = transcription rate of LDLR mRNA
κmr = transcription rate of LDLR mRNA by SREBP-2
δmr = receptor mRNA degradation rate
mr = LDLR mRNA
µh = synthesis rate of HMGCR
µr = synthesis rate of LDLR mRNA
µc = synthesis rate of cholesterol
δh = HMGCR degradation rate
h = intracellular HMGCR
κc = SREBP-2 negatively regulation rate
W = scaling parameter
xυ = VLDL dilapidation rate to LDL
αυ = VLDL binding rate on the cell surface
α-υ = VLDL unbinding rate on the cell surface
αL = LDL binding rate on the cell surface
α-L = LDL unbinding rate on the cell surface
βυ = VLDL occupied receptor endocytosis rate
βL = LDL occupied receptor endocytosis rate
β0 = empty receptor endocytosis rate
γv = rate of cholesterol extraction from VLDL
γL = rate of cholesterol extraction from LDL
ƒ = rate of cholesterol receptor recycled from endosome
γr = rate of cholesterol receptor recycled from intracellular space to cell surface
lE = LDL in the media surrounding cell
lRB = the LDL bound receptors
lI = internalized LDL particles
δc = the rate of esterification of LDL particles
υE = concentration of extracellular VLDL
ω = constant serum supply of VLDL
P = empty receptors
ϕ = degradation

Model 5. Boolean Modeling of Cholesterol Biosynthesis Regulation [37].

In inhibition, enzyme A produces enzyme B but is inhibited by enzyme C. This would
have the Boolean equation:

B(t + 1) = A(t) AND NOT (C(t)) (A33)

B(t + 1) = A(t) AND C(t) (A34)

HMG− CoA(t + 1)
= (Acetoacetyl − CoA(t)) AND (Acetyl − CoA(t)) AND (HMG
−CoA− Synthase(t))

(A35)

Cholesterol(t + 1) = (Desmosterol(t)) OR (7− dehydrocholesterol(t)) (A36)

HMG− CoA− Reductase(t + 1)
= (HMG− CoA− Reductase− RNA(t)) AND NOT (Statin(t))

(A37)
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Model 6. Bile Acid Biosynthesis [22]

d[IC]
dt

= − k3[C7H][IC]
km2 + [IC]

(A38)

d[BA]

dt
=

k3[C7H][IC]
km2 + [IC]

− d3η[BA]− r1(1− η)[BA] + k5[RBA] (A39)

d[C7H]

dt
=

k4

b2 + [RBA]
− d4[C7H] (A40)

[RBA]∗ =
r1

k5
(1− η)[BA] (A41)

[C7H]∗ =
k4

d4

(
b2 +

r1
k5
(1− η)[BA]

) (A42)

d[BA]

dt
=

k4

d4

(
b2 +

r1
k5
(1− η)[BA]

) k3[IC]
km2 + [IC]

− d3η[BA] (A43)

d[IC]
dt

= − k4

d4

(
b2 +

r1
k5
(1− η)[BA]

) k3[IC]
km2 + [IC]

(A44)

d[IC]/dt = change in intracellular cholesterol over time
k3 = rate of cholesterol to bile acid conversion
[C7H] = concentration of C7H
[IC] = concentration of intracellular cholesterol
km2 = C7H Michaelis–Menten constant
d[BA]/dt = change in bile acid concentration over time
d3 = rate of unrecycled bile acid degradation
η = percent of bile acids that are not recycled
[BA] = concentration of bile acids
r1 = rate of bile acid recycling
k5 = rate of recycled bile acids rejoining bile acid pool
[RBA] = concentration of recycled bile acids
d[C7H]/dt = change in C7H concentration over time
k4 = rate of transcription
b2 = regulation of C7H attenuation coefficient
d4 = rate of C7H degradation
[RBA]* = steady state concentration of recycled bile acids
[C7H]* = steady state concentration of recycled bile acids

Model 7. Lipoprotein transportation and Metabolism [22].

d[V]

dt
= uv − kv[V] + kcetp[H][V]([H]− av[V]) (A45)

d[I]
dt

= kv[V]− ki[I] + kcetp[H][I]([H]− ai[I])− dI [I]ΦLR (A46)

d[L]
dt

= ki[I]− dL[L]ΦLR − d5[L] + kcetp[H][L]([H]− al [L]) (A47)

d[ΦLR]

dt
= −b

(
di
[I]
χI

+ dl
[L]
χL

)
ΦLR + c

1−ΦLR

[IC]
(A48)

d[IC]
dt

= (dI [I] + dL[L])ΦLR + d5[L]− dHDL[H]([IC]− p[H])− dIC[IC] (A49)
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d[H]
dt = dHDL[H]([IC]− p[H]) + kcetp[H][V]([H]− av[V]) + kcetp[H][I]([H]− ai[I])

+kcetp[H][L]([H]− al [L])− h[H]
(A50)

d[V]/dt = change in VLDL cholesterol concentration over time
uv = rate of VLDL production by the liver
kv = conversion rate of VLDL to IDL
[V] = concentration of VLDL cholesterol
kcetp = rate of CETP transfer
[H] = concentration of HDL cholesterol
av = cholesterol gradient attenuation coefficient of HDL and VLDL equilibrium
d[I]/dt = change in IDL cholesterol concentration over time
ki = conversion rate of IDL to LDL
[I] = concentration of IDL cholesterol
ai = cholesterol gradient attenuation coefficient of HDL and IDL equilibrium
dI = rate of internalization of IDL into a cell by receptors
ΦLR = particles of cholesterol taken by receptors
d[L]/dt = change in LDL cholesterol concentration over time
dL = rate of internalization of LDL into a cell by receptors
[L] = concentration of LDL cholesterol
d5 = rate of internalization of LDL into a cell without the use of receptors
al = cholesterol gradient attenuation coefficient of HDL and LDL equilibrium
d[ΦLR]/dt = change in LDL receptors over time
b = combined receptor internalization rate of LDL and IDL
χI = fraction of cholesterol that makes up IDL
χL = fraction of cholesterol that makes up LDL
c = rate of receptor reuse
[IC] = concentration of intracellular cholesterol
d[IC]/dt = change in intracellular cholesterol concentration over time
dHDL = rate cholesterol is transferred to HDL
p = cholesterol transfer to HDL attenuation coefficient
dIC = rate of cholesterol uses and degradation
h = rate HDL is taken into the liver

Model 8. Blood Plasma Model [22].

d[V]

dt
= uv[IC− H]− kv[V] + kcetp[H][V]([H]− av[V]) (A51)

d[I]
dt

= kv[V]− ki[I] + kcetp[H][I]([H]− ai[I])− dI [I]ΦHLR − dI [I]ΦPLR (A52)

d[L]
dt

= ki[I]− d5[L]− dL[L]ΦHLR − dL[L]ΦPLR + kcetp[H][L]([H]− al [L]) (A53)

d[V]/dt = change in VLDL cholesterol concentration over time
uv = rate VLDL is expelled by the liver
[IC-H] = concentration of hepatic intracellular cholesterol
kv = rate of conversion of VLDL to LDL
[V] = concentration of VLDL cholesterol
kcetp = rate of CETP transfer
[H] = concentration of HDL cholesterol
av = cholesterol gradient attenuation coefficient of HDL and VLDL equilibrium
d[I]/dt = change in IDL cholesterol concentration over time
ki = rate of conversion of IDL to LDL
[I] = concentration of IDL cholesterol
ai = cholesterol gradient attenuation coefficient of HDL and IDL equilibrium
dI = rate of IDL internalization using receptors
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ΦHLR = particles of cholesterol taken by hepatic LDL receptors
ΦPLR = particles of cholesterol taken by peripheral LDL receptors
d[L]/dt = change in LDL cholesterol concentration over time
d5 = rate of LDL internalization without the use of receptors
[L] = concentration of LDL cholesterol
dL = rate of LDL internalized using LDL receptors
al = cholesterol gradient attenuation coefficient of HDL and LDL equilibrium

Model 9. Two Pool Model of Cholesterol Transport [36,49].

dm1

dt
=

k
m1

+ k21m2 − k12m1 −mout + min (A54)

dm2

dt
= −k21m2 + k12m1 −mtis + mdiet (A55)

m∗1 = − k
mdiet + min −mout −mtis

(A56)

m∗2 =
m2

diet + mdietmin −mdietmout − kk12 − 2mdietmtis −minmtis + moutmtis + m2
tis

k21(mdiet + min −mout −mtis)
(A57)

m∗2 = m∗1
kk12 + minmtis −moutmtis −m2

tis
kk12

(A58)

C∗2 = C∗1
V1

V2

kk12 + minmtis −moutmtis −m2
tis

kk12
(A59)

dm1/dt = change in cholesterol amount in the liver over time
k = rate of cholesterol synthesis in the liver
k21 = rate of cholesterol moving from the bloodstream to the liver
m2 = amount of cholesterol in the bloodstream
k12 = rate of cholesterol moving from the liver to the bloodstream
m1 = amount of cholesterol in the liver
mout = amount of cholesterol used to make bile acids
min = amount of cholesterol received from intestines
dm2/dt = change in cholesterol amount in the bloodstream over time
mtis = amount of cholesterol used for reactions and entering peripheral muscle/tissue
mdiet = amount of cholesterol obtained from diet
m1

* = steady state cholesterol amount in the liver
m2

* = steady state cholesterol amount in the bloodstream
C2

* = steady state concentration of cholesterol in the bloodstream
C1

* = steady state concentration of cholesterol in the liver
V1 = volume of blood in the liver
V2 = volume of blood in the bloodstream

Model 10. Modeling Drug Delivery [39].

ji = −Dip
dci
dx

(A60)

∂ci
∂t

= Dip
∂2ci
∂x2 (A61)

dMt

dt
=

4πDipK
re−ri
reri

(ci2 − ci1) (A62)

Mt = A
√

Dcs(2c0 − cs)t (A63)

Mt

M∞
= ktn (A64)
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ε =
< x >2λπ

4De f f ln[< x >]− ln
[

3

√
Mn

NA(N−1)ρ

] (A65)

dM
dt

=
A
δ

Lpσc∆πs (A66)

De =
λ

θ
(A67)

Md
Md,∞

=
vd,eq + v∗d

2L

(√
2At + Bt

)
(A68)

ji = flux of drug
Dip = diffusion coefficient for drug through carrier
dci/dx = concentration gradient
∂ci/∂t = change in concentration over time
dMt/dt = amount of drug released over time
K = partition coefficient of drug
re = external radius of spherical carrier
ri = internal radius of spherical carrier
ci2 = drug concentration inside carrier
ci2 = drug concentration outside of carrier
Mt = amount of drug released at any given time
A = surface area of carrier
cs = drug solubility in carrier
c0 = initial drug concentration in carrier
t = time
Mt/M∞ = amount of drug released at given time over drug released at infinite time
k = structure/geometry constant
n = 1 for zero order and 0.5 for Fickian diffusion
ε = dimensionless parameter of erosion
<x> = diffusion distance of water
λ = rate of degradation
Deff = diffusivity of water
Mn = average molecular weight of polymer
NA = Avogadro’s number
N = degree of polymerization
ρ = density of polymer
A = cross sectional area of carrier
δ = thickness of carrier
Lp = coefficient of permeability
σ = coefficient of reflection
∆πs = pressure of water
De = Deborah number
λ = relaxation time
θ = diffusion time
vd,eq = equilibrium concentration of drug
vd = concentration of drug
L = half-thickness of carrier
A = constant
B = constant
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